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Batch cooling crystallization is one of the important unit operations involving separation of 
solid-liquid phases. Usually the most common crystal product qualities are directly related to 
the crystal size distribution (CSD). However the main difficulty in batch crystallization is to 
obtain a uniform and reproducible CSD.  Therefore supersaturation control can be applied to 
drive the process within the metastable zone and thereby enhance the control of the CSD. 
Although this approach has been shown to produce high quality crystals, the set point 
operating profiles for the supersaturation controller are usually chosen arbitrarily or by trial-
and-error. Therefore there is a need for a systematic procedure to generate operational policy 
that guarantees the target CSD can be achieved. Furthermore, to predict the desired crystal 
morphology by means of model-based approaches, appropriate models covering the effects of 
the various operational parameters on the behavior of the crystals are necessary. That is, 
generic multi-dimensional model-based framework that covers a wide range of crystallization 
models and operational scenarios.  
The objectives of this work are to develop a systematic procedure for generating operational 
policies to achieve target CSD for batch cooling crystallization. In this procedure, an 
analytical CSD estimator will be employed to generate an operational policy. The estimator is 
based on the assumptions of constant supersaturation and an operation that is dominated by 
size dependent growth. The generated operational policy provides the supersaturation set 
point and by maintaining the operation at this point, a target CSD is achieved. Different 
operational policies that yield the same target CSD are then generated and compared with the 
CSD performance. All the operational policies generated by analytical CSD estimators are in 
this way validated with closed loop control. Here the generic multi-dimensional model-based 
framework for batch cooling crystallization has been developed and integrated with the 
monitoring and control procedure. Through this generic multi-dimensional model-based 
framework, a “specific” model can be generated and be used for closed loop control to verify 
the operation policies. Finally the performance between simulation models and analytical 
estimators will be compared and the best performance will be analyzed in term of CSD 
obtained, mean size diameter and total crystal mass. In this paper, the application of 
systematic procedure is illustrated for the potassium dichromate case study.    
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